The SneakerCloud.com SneakerCloudStack 1.0: Enterprise Edition
A robust, innovative cloud computing solution for creating, managing and
deploying highly reliable and scalable elastic cloud service within your
enterprise.
The SneakerCloud.com SneakerCloudStack
for Enterprises provides an integrated software
solution for transforming your existing IT
infrastructure into a highly scalable computing
environment. Because SneakerCloudStack
focus on simplicity customers realize instant
efficiencies and without the overhead of
integration, professional services and time
consuming deployment schedules.

Private Sneaker Computing Cloud
The explosive growth of unused hardware in
and outside datacenter is creating new
opportunity to improve IT utilization for
enterprise. At the same time business users are
demanding increased flexibility in
provisioning, higher throughput of data, more
disk space.

SneakerCloudStack extend traditional
reporting technology to ensure that
user can have complete control of their
deployments.
Because of these advantages, private sneaker
computing cloud allow enterprises not only to
improve how IT resources are utilized and
managed, but also improve access to IT
services for end-users.
SneakerCloud.com gives enterprises a simpleto-deploy and easy-to-manage solution for
implementing a private sneaker computing
cloud.

Setting up a private sneaker computing cloud
gives end-user the flexibility they demand ,
while at the same time offering the potential
for a greater utilization of all forget resources
in your datacenter.
Private sneaker clouds offer three key benefits
beyond traditional server virtualization.
1. End user 0 administrations – With a
private sneaker cloud ends end-users
do not bother with administration
SneakerCloudStack setup account,
deploy software, run and monitoring
24/24 7/7.
2.

Service offering management – IT
departments are able to define service
offering and run them easily.

3. Witheboard datacenter Deployments –

Illustration 1: The intuitive user interface give
a single view into everything running within
your sneaker cloud.

Key Benefits of the SneakerCloudStack 1.0

On Demand, Physical
Datacenter deploying

The SneakerCloud.com SneakerCloudStack brings a new level of
product stability and capaility that is not found in solutions currently
available in the market. This new offering builds on top of existing
foundations, like unused hardware, and helps companies to:

Provide users with a virtually
unlimited amount of computing
power – on demand.

➔ Provide end users a virtually unlimited amount of computing
power – in private environment – that can be used on demand.
➔ Completely automate the distribution of compute, network and
storage.
➔ Accelerate data delivery.
➔ Delivery near real time visibility and reporting capabilities within
the sneaker cloud environment to ensure compliance with the
goal.
➔ Leverage existing hardware investment by without any additional
costs.

Secure Cloud deployments
Isolate compute, network and
storage resource from user.

Customer no administration
Take your IT resources busy!

Comprehensive Service
management
Define, meter deploy and manage
service to be used within your
cloud.

About SneakerCloud.com
SneakerCloud.com is a pioneer in low budget, low cost cloud infrastructure. A comprehensive hardware
and software solution that simplifies and accelerates the deployment, management and configuration of
private cloud. SneakerCloud.com provides an integrated software solution for delivering infrastructure as a
service with the ability to build, deploy and manage multi-tier and multi-tenant cloud applications. The
software has already been deployed in production environments over the past week in private cloud
deployments

